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For us, sustainability isn’t a trend - it’s a promise. Our dedication to creating 
lasting garments is deeply rooted in our operations and outlook. We adhere to 
the principles of slow fashion, prioritising longevity both in wear and in style.  
Each style is put through a rigorous process from design concept through to 
production, quality control in all aspects to ensure we are creating beautiful, 
purposeful clothing that is made to last. 

Our make-to-order production line is a promise to our customers that we only 
proceed into production when we have guaranteed forward orders so we can 
ensure that there is no waste product. 
   
We don’t just talk about sustainability, we are committed to it. Each piece of 
clothing that bears our label is a testament to responsible crafting, from the 
quality fabrics we choose to the minimised waste in our production processes. 
We are creating clothing and a future that we can be proud of. 

Prices available on request. 

www.jackmurphy.ie
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At Jack Murphy, we create beautiful, purposeful clothing that is made to last. 
A modern take on Irish heritage, each collection is characterised by quality, 
classic tailoring and reliability. Designed in Dublin, the rugged landscapes and 
changing weather of Ireland aren’t hurdles but inspiration. From the durability 
of tweed to the modern waterproof styles, each product line reflects our 
commitment to quality, functionality, and timeless elegance.

Every garment carries Jack’s personal signature of authentication, a seal of the 
high standards and quality craftsmanship that we vow to maintain. When you 
wear a Jack Murphy, you don’t just wear a garment—you wear a story, a legacy, 
and a commitment to sustainable living. We hope that the joy and comfort you 
experience will be passed on to the next generation, just like our garments.

We invite you to experience the Jack Murphy difference—crafted with love, 
worn with pride, and passed down through generations.

About

http://www.jackmurphy.ie
http://www.jackmurphy.ie
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Donegal Grey Wide Herringbone
Donegal Green Wide Herringbone

 100% wool tweed woven in Donegal, for timeless elegance and responsible production.

 Classic tailored oversized fit full-length coat, modelled on our mens Sean style.

 Made with Irish tweed giving this style a heavier weight and beautiful drape.

 Complimentary raglan sleeve cut for a beautiful fit and sophistication.

 Tailored straight front closing, slanted deep fleece lined pockets and single back vent.

Shauna Tweed Overcoat
JAC972

Shauna, Nicole, Orla and Enya  

Wool and 
Tweed Collection
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Cream Block Check
Charcoal Herringbone

Shauna Tweed Overcoat
JAC972

 Made with 100% wool tweed woven 
in Yorkshire, for timeless elegance 
and responsible production.

 Classic tailored oversized fit full-
length coat, modelled on our mens 
Sean style.

 Complimentary raglan sleeve cut for 
a beautiful fit and sophistication.

 Slanted deep fleece lined pockets 
and single back vent for practicality 
and ease of movement.

 Tailored straight front closing with 
5 buttons up to the collar, exuding 
classic refinement.

Shauna and Heidi
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Clodagh Wool Coat
JAC980

Camel Navy

 Luxurious material crafted with a 70% wool blend for a cashmere feel, 
ensuring sophistication and comfort.

 Classic double-breasted style with a removable long belt for versatile  
styling and a tailored fit.

 Tailored longline cut gives an elegant silhouette and a standout new  
design this season.

 Classic open collar with a notched lapel creates a refined and polished look.

 Functional deep pockets designed for practicality and style.

 New to the Jack Murphy collection this year.
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Jess Tweed Shorts
SHO008

Deep Green Herringbone
Light Tan Herringbone
Navy Melton 
Navy Windowpane

 Made with 100% wool tweed woven in Yorkshire, for 
timeless elegance and responsible production.

 Classic bermuda long shorts with a pleat cut into the front 
for comfort and style.

 Front zip with hook and button closure maintains a 
streamlined appearance and adds functionality.

 Fully lined for comfort and luxurious feel against the skin, 
with functional side pockets. 

 New to the Jack Murphy collection this year.
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Grey Windowpane
Navy Windowpane
Denim Herringbone

 Made with 100% wool tweed woven 
in Yorkshire, for timeless elegance and 
responsible production.

 Tailored silhouette with nipped waist and 
structured shoulders for timeless charm 
and versatility.

 Statement flap pockets, moleskin collar, 
and belt feature on the back for added 
elegance.

 Three pleated vents on the back add 
artistry to your movements and enhance 
functionality.

 Three front button fastening for effortless 
wear and classic sophistication.

Fran Tweed Coat
JAC950

Fran and Lynn
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Donegal Green Herringbone 
Donegal Slate Herringbone

Pamela Tweed Coat
JAC898

 100% wool tweed woven in Donegal, Ireland for timeless elegance and 
responsible production.

 Modern mid length coat with clean lines and princess seams for a 
feminine cut.

 Made with Irish tweed giving this style a heavier weight and beautiful 
drape.

 Discreet front pockets on the waistline seam with magnetic snap and an internal pocket.

 Moleskin detailing on the collar and statement cuffs with functional buttons.
Owen and Pamela
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 Made with 100% wool tweed 
woven in Yorkshire, for timeless 
elegance and responsible 
production.

 Modern mid length coat with 
clean lines and princess seams 
for a feminine cut.

 Discreet front pockets on the 
waistline seam with magnetic 
snap and an internal pocket.

 Moleskin detailing on the 
collar & statement cuffs with 
functional buttons.

 Tailored straight front closing 
with 4 buttons and a single 
back vent.

Cream Block Check
Deep Green Herringbone
Navy Herringbone
Blue Moon Herringbone
Navy Windowpane
Denim Herringbone

Pamela Tweed Coat
JAC898 
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Deep Green Herringbone
Navy Melton
Earth Check

Aimee Tweed Coat
JAC981

 Made with 100% wool tweed woven in Yorkshire, for timeless elegance and responsible production.

 Classic 1960’s design with a flared swing shape for a playful and feminine allure.

 Four oversized front buttons with two hidden front pockets.

 Knee length with a defined wide, rounded collar.

 New to the Jack Murphy collection this year.
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Deep Green Herringbone
Navy Melton
Light Tan Herringbone

Lynn Tweed Jacket 
JAC971

 Made with 100% wool tweed woven 
in Yorkshire, for timeless elegance and 
responsible production.

 Navy 100% wool melton sourced from 
Portugal. 

 Fingertip length tailored with flattering 
princess seams.

 Funnel neck collar with moleskin for 
comfort and practical deep pockets.

 Military inspired style with statement 
gold buttons.

Lynn and Enya  
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Light Tan Herringbone
Navy Windowpane
Navy Melton
Denim Herringbone
Deep Green Herringbone
Grey Windowpane

Isabella Tweed Coat
JAC824

 Made with 100% wool tweed woven 
in Yorkshire, for timeless elegance and 
responsible production.

 Classic A-line cut complimenting the 
feminine silhouette, nipped in at the waist 
with princess seams and curved lines.

 Customisable collar; style it buttoned up 
or half-lapel with moleskin detailing for 
sumptuous feel.

 Flattering curved front closure with 5 
buttons and discreet front pockets with 
moleskin trim.

 Delightful tulip cuff which can be turned 
up to reveal moleskin.
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Deep Green Herringbone
Denim Herringbone
Navy Windowpane

Robin Tweed Coat
JAC 736

 Made with 100% wool tweed woven in Yorkshire, for timeless elegance 
and responsible production.

 Asymmetric cut complimenting the feminine silhouette, nipped in at the 
waist with princess seams and curved lines.

 Customisable collar: style it buttoned up or half-lapel with moleskin 
detailing for sumptuous feel.

 Flattering curved front closing with 6 fabric covered buttons, with 
internal button for functional closure.

 Straight functional front pockets with moleskin trim and a dipped hem. 

Shauna and Nicole  
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Deep Green Herringbone
Light Tan Herringbone
Denim Herringbone

Navy Windowpane
Plum Hacking Check
Earth Check

Nicole Tweed Jacket
JAC 737

 Made with 100% wool tweed woven in Yorkshire, for timeless elegance and responsible production.

 Customisable collar; style it buttoned up or half-lapel with moleskin detailing for sumptuous feel.

 Elegant curved front closing with 6 fabric-covered buttons for an opulent touch.

 Expertly tailored to compliment female shape with princess seams and back vent darts.

 Discreet functional front pockets straight design with moleskin trim.
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Sasha Tweed Jacket
JAC 890

Earth Check 
Deep Green Herringbone
Green Country Check

Blue Moon Herringbone
Navy Windowpane
Denim Herringbone

 Made with 100% wool tweed woven in Yorkshire, for timeless elegance and responsible production.

 A-line cut short style nipped in at the waist with princess seams and curved lines.

 Customisable collar: style it buttoned up or half-lapel with moleskin detailing for sumptuous feel.

 Flattering curved front closure with 5 buttons and discreet front pockets with moleskin trim.

 Delightful tulip cuff which can be turned up to reveal moleskin.
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Deep Green Herringbone
Light Tan Herringbone
Green Country Check
Plum Hacking Check
Earth Check

Tara Tweed Jacket
JAC31

 Made with 100% wool tweed woven in Yorkshire, for timeless elegance and responsible production.

 Classic hacking jacket style with a single back vent. 

 Classic open collar with notched lapel and tailored straight front closing with 3 buttons.

 Functional slanted front flap pockets and an internal pocket.

 Functional detail buttons on the cuffs.

Tara  
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Heidi Tweed Waistcoat
WAI003

Plum Hacking Check
Deep Green Herringbone
Light Tan Herringbone
Country Green Check
Denim Herringbone
Earth Check

 Made with 100% wool tweed woven 
in Yorkshire, for timeless elegance and 
responsible production.

 Tailored waistcoat style with lining on back, 
perfect to pair with culottes. 

 Customise the fit with the adjustable belt 
at the back.

 Practicality and aesthetics blend seamlessly 
with discreet yet functional pockets.

 Five functional buttons to secure the design 
of this waistcoat.
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Enya Tweed Culottes
TRO065

Donegal Grey Wide Herringbone
Donegal Green Wide Herringbone

 Classic culottes tailored from 100% Donegal wool tweed woven in Ireland.

 Flattering design compliments the feminine form with a high waist and wide-leg silhouette.

 Practical deep slanted side pockets.

 Front zip with hook closure maintains a streamlined appearance and adds functionality.

 Fully lined for comfort and luxury against the skin.
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Enya Tweed Culottes
TR0065

Green Country Check
Plum Hacking Check
Light Tan Herringbone
Denim Herringbone
Earth Check
Deep Green Herringbone

 Classic culottes tailored from 100% 
wool tweed woven in Yorkshire.

 Flattering design compliments the 
feminine form with a high waist and 
wide-leg silhouette.

 Practical deep slanted side pockets.

 Front zip with hook closure 
maintains a streamlined 
appearance and adds functionality.

 Fully lined for comfort and luxury 
against the skin.

Tara, Heidi and Enya
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Julia Long Tweed Coat 
JAC962

Abbie Tweed Jacket
JAC963

Deep Green Herringbone
Navy Herringbone

Deep Green Herringbone
Navy Herringbone

 Made with 100% wool tweed woven 
in Yorkshire, for timeless elegance and 
responsible production.

 Luxurious padded lining for warmth 
and comfort, detachable hood for 
weather protection.

 Relaxed silhouette and functional back 
vent ensures ease and grace during 
outdoor pursuits.

 Statement gold buttons on front 
closure, cuffs and pockets give a nod 
to military style.

 Princess seams with moleskin details, 
slanted flapped pockets and discreet 
internal pockets.  Made with 100% wool tweed woven in Yorkshire, for timeless 

elegance and responsible production.

 Luxurious padded lining for warmth and comfort, detachable 
hood for weather protection.

 Tailored mid-length style with a relaxed silhouette.

 Statement gold buttons on front closure, cuffs and pockets 
give a nod to military style.

 Princess seams with moleskin details, slanted flapped pockets 
and discreet internal pockets.
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Sophia Waterproof Jacket
JAC979

Navy Tweed
Green Tweed
Navy Windowpane
Green Windowpane

 5000/5000 waterproof-breathable, 
windproof mid-length coat with 
taped seams guarantee full rain 
protection.

 Unique digitally printed 
tweed pattern in check and/or 
herringbone.

 Jack Murphy’s signature quilted 
lining for extra warmth, showcases 
our dedication to quality and style.

 Dual zip functionality for added 
convenience with button overlay 
for further protection.

 Detachable hood, slanted front 
pockets and a practical internal 
pocket.

 Machine washable to effortlessly 
maintain your jacket without 
damaging the waterproofing.

Tailored rainwear is a staple of our collection,  designed to provide the highest standard 
of protection against the elements. Each rain coat in our collection is 100% waterproof, 
and will stand the test of time and weather - we know because we have tested them. We 
only use the highest quality fabrics, and pay attention to the details making Jack Murphy 
globally recognised for our rain collection.

Digitally Printed Tweed 
This season we are very excited to showcase our new digitally printed tweed waterproof 
collection. Based on the bestseller waterproof styles, Erin and Una, this new collection 
will offer you the same rain protection but with a stunning tweed check and herringbone 
design. The Sophia is showcased here in Navy windowpane digital print tweed design, 
and is the first of this new line. We will also be offering a longer version called the 
Hannah and a number of new tweed patterns. Please enquire for more information.

Rain Collection
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Malvern Waterproof Coat 
JAC062

Olive
Navy
Deep Claret

Chinchilla
Black
Smoke Blue

 20000mm Waterproof and windproof full length coat with 
taped seams for full rain protection.

 Elegant and functional cape feature allows rainwater to run off.

 Detachable hood and adjustable cuffs for extra rain protection 
with corduroy trim on collar for comfort.

 Fleece-lined slanted front pockets and internal pocket.

 Dual zip functionality for added convenience with button 
overlay for further protection.

 Single back vent with internal flap and leg straps for secure 
and snug fit during outdoor activities.

Cotswold, Malvern and Malvern Hat 
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Cotswold Waterproof Jacket
JAC067

Navy 
Olive
Smoke Blue

Deep Claret 
Chinchilla
Black

 20000mm Waterproof and windproof mid-length coat 
with taped seams for full rain protection.

 Elegant and functional cape feature allows rainwater 
to run off

 Detachable hood and adjustable cuffs for extra rain 
protection with corduroy trim on collar for comfort.

 Fleece-lined slanted front pockets and internal pocket.

 Dual zip functionality for added convenience with 
button overlay for further protection.

 Single back vent with internal flap and leg straps for 
secure and snug fit during outdoor activities.

Cotswold and Boston
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Malvern Waterproof Coat

Cotswold Waterproof Jacket
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Erin Waterproof Coat
JAC948

Olive
Navy
Camel

 5000/5000 waterproof-breathable, 
windproof full length coat with taped 
seams guarantee full rain protection.

 Jack Murphy’s signature printed lining, 
padded for extra warmth.

 Dual zip functionality for ease of 
movement, detachable hood and 
adjustable cuffs for extra rain protection.

 Single back vent with internal flap and 
internal leg straps for extra protection to 
keep legs dry. 

 Slanted front pockets & internal pocket 
with moleskin trim on collar, princess seams 
& pockets. 

 Machine washable to effortlessly maintain 
your jacket without damaging the 
waterproofing.

Erin, Enya and Boston Hat, 
featuring Bran Murphy
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Una Waterproof Jacket
JAC949

Olive Navy Camel

 5000/5000 waterproof-breathable, windproof mid-length coat with 
taped seams guarantee full rain protection.

 Jack Murphy’s signature printed lining, padded for extra warmth

 Dual zip functionality for ease of movement, detachable hood and 
adjustable cuffs for extra rain protection.

 Slanted front pockets & internal pocket with moleskin trim on collar, 
princess seams & pockets. 

 Single back vent with internal flap for ease of movement.

 Machine washable to effortlessly maintain your jacket without 
damaging the waterproofing.
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Orla Wax Jacket
JAC976

Navy Wax
Olive Wax
Blackwatch Wax 
Tan Wax

 Statement mid-length wax jacket 
made with Scottish waxed cotton 
with waterproofed taped seams.

 Removable belt for choice of fit with 
a single back vent.

 Four front pockets with statement 
gold buttons and an internal pocket. 

 Front placket covering the zip and 
hidden snap fasteners for extra rain 
protection.

 Faux leather trim on the collar for 
comfort, cuffs and pocket detailing.

Shauna, Orla and Enya
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Jodie Wax Jacket
JAC889

Navy Wax
Olive Wax
Black Wax
Claret Wax 
Teal Wax

 Scottish quilted waxed cotton mid-length coat with waterproofed taped seams.

 Tailored to compliment the figure with dipped hem and waisted drawstring at back.

 Horizontal front flap pockets with snap fastener closing, hidden zipped pockets and an internal pocket. 

 Front placket with diamond quilting covering the zip and hidden snap fasteners.

 Unique tweed trims on shoulders, front flap pockets and cuffs with 4 functional snap fasteners.

 Faux short pile fur on collar for extra comfort.
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Sally Wax Jacket
JAC977

Navy Wax
Olive Wax

Tan Wax 
Balckwatch Wax

 Classic wax jacket made with Scottish waxed cotton with waterproofed taped seams.

 Tailored to compliment the figure with dipped hem and waisted drawstring at back.

 Horizontal front flap pockets complete with side opening and internal pockets. 

 Front placket covering the zip and hidden snap fasteners for extra rain protection.

 Jack Murphy printed lining and a double back vent.

Fiadh Waterproof Jacket
JAC968

Navy 
Olive
Pearl

 100% waterproof and windproof, breathable 
fabric with taped seams for full rain protection.

 Bonded three layer fabric 

 Flattering A-line cut with an elegant swing 
style adds flair to your outdoor ensemble.

 Drawstring hood for extra protection from 
unpredictable weather.

 Machine washable to effortlessly maintain your 
jacket without damaging the waterproofing.
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Boston Felt Hat
HTT976

Navy 
Olive
Black
Teal Green

Burgundy
Brown
Tan

 Versatile and unisex Boston wool felt hat for outdoor adventures.

 Water-repellent finish ensures durability and protection from rain and moisture.

 Crushable design maintains shape while on the go.

 Elegant leather band with removable Jack Murphy jockey pin for a sophisticated touch.

 Choose from seven stunning colours for a head-turning fashion statement.
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Malvern Waterproof Hat
HAT996

Navy 
Olive
Black

Smoke Blue
Deep  Claret
Chinchilla

 20000mm waterproof sealed hat to guarantee full rain protection.

 Full brim including lip to collect rainwater and protect the face. 

 Corduroy trim which can be worn 2 ways, with an added trademark Jack Murphy 
button for added style. 

 Signature heritage check lining with soft internal elastic for fit. 

 Available in all colours matching waterproof jacket collection. Menswear
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Sean Tweed Coat
JAC934

Donegal Green Herringbone 
Donegal Slate Herringbone

 Classically tailored full-length coat crafted from 100% 
wool tweed woven in Donegal.

 Raglan sleeve cut for a beautiful fit and sophistication.

 Made with Irish tweed giving this style a heavier weight 
and beautiful drape.

 Slanted deep fleece lined pockets and single back vent 
for practicality and ease of movement.

 Structured straight front closing, fully lined with a 
practical internal pocket.
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Sean Tweed Coat
JAC934

Sean Tweed Coat
JAC934

Navy Melton
Charcoal Herringbone

Donegal wide green herringbone and Donegal 
wide grey herringbone

Donegal wide green herringbone and Donegal 
wide grey herringbone

 Classically tailored full-length coat 
crafted from 100% wool tweed 
woven in Yorkshire.

 Raglan sleeve cut for a beautiful fit 
and sophistication.

 Slanted deep front pockets and 
single back vent for practicality and 
ease of movement.

 Tailored straight front closing with 5 
buttons up the collar.

 Fully lined with a practical internal 
pocket.

Due to the success of previous seasons, we are now expanding our Irish tweed offering in 
Menswear. The following colourways are now available in the Men’s styles Sean and Owen. 
These colours are Donegal wide green herringbone and Donegal wide grey herringbone

Milled in Donegal, Ireland, this tweed has a luxurious handfeel and exquisite drape which 
only adds to these styles. You will also notice the signature Donegal fleck running through 
the herringbone. Price available on request. 

Donegal Irish Tweed 

Owen Tweed Coat
JAC935
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Owen Tweed Coat
JAC935

Navy Melton
Charcoal Herringbone

 100% wool tweed woven in Yorkshire and Navy wool melton sourced from Portugal. 

 Structured mid-length coat with set-in sleeves and an open collar lapel.

 Deep slanted front pockets, a single back vent with button detailing on the cuffs.

 A classic straight front closure secured with 3 buttons

 Fully lined with a practical internal pocket.

Owen
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Emmet Waterproof Coat
JAC961
Navy
Olive
Camel

 5000/5000 waterproof-breathable, windproof full length coat with taped seams guarantee full 
rain protection.

 Jack Murphy’s signature printed lining, padded for extra warmth.

 Dual zip functionality for ease of movement, detachable hood and adjustable cuffs for extra 
rain protection.

 Single back vent with internal flap for ease of movement and internal leg straps for extra 
protection to keep legs dry. 

 Slanted front pockets & internal pocket with moleskin trim on collar, cuffs & pockets. 

 Machine washable to effortlessly maintain your jacket without damaging the waterproofing.

Mens 
Rainwear
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Lambourne Waterproof Coat
JAC138

Olive Black Navy

 20000mm Waterproof and windproof full 
length coat with taped seams for full rain 
protection.

 Striking and functional cape feature 
allows rainwater to run off.

 Detachable hood and adjustable cuffs for 
extra rain protection with corduroy trim 
on collar for comfort.

 Fleece-lined slanted front pockets and 
internal pocket.

 Dual zip functionality for added 
convenience with button overlay for 
further protection.

 Single back vent with internal flap and 
leg straps for secure and snug fit during 
outdoor activities.

Lambourne, Shauna and Jodie
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Archie Wax Jacket
JAC925

Navy Wax
Olive Wax

 Classic wax jacket made with Scottish waxed 
cotton with waterproofed taped seams.

 Deep front cartridge pockets with flap retainer 
strap as a shooting feature and fleece lined 
hand warmer pockets.

 Stand collar with corduroy trim for comfort, front 
placket covering the zip and snap fasteners.

 Corduroy detailing on elbow pads, bellow and 
handwarmer pockets. 

 Practical quilted lining with internal pockets and 
a double back vent for practicality and comfort.

Archie
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Finn Waterproof Jacket
JAC967

Michael Waterproof Jacket 
JAC927

Navy
Olive

Navy
Olive

 100% waterproof and windproof, 
breathable fabric with taped seams 
for full rain protection.

 Bonded three layer fabric for modern 
look and feel.

 Flattering straight cut line with deep 
square frontal pockets. 

 Drawstring hood for extra protection 
from unpredictable weather.

 Machine washable to effortlessly 
maintain your jacket without 
damaging the waterproofing.

 Waterproof, windproof, and breathable jacket in a discreet 
herringbone design fabric.

 Chill-proof fleece lining and a removable fleece placket for 
comfort and design.

 Fleece lined handwarmer pockets, deep front pockets with a 
side opening and a practical internal pocket. 

 Detachable hood and corduroy trim on collar for extra comfort.

 Machine washable to effortlessly maintain your jacket without 
damaging the waterproofing.
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Boston Felt Hat
HTT976

Black
Brown
Navy
Olive
Tan

 Versatile and unisex Boston wool felt hat for 
outdoor adventures.

 Water-repellent finish ensures durability and 
protection from rain and moisture.

 Crushable design maintains shape while on 
the go.

 Elegant leather band with removable Jack 
Murphy jockey pin for a sophisticated touch.

 Choose from five stunning colours for a 
head-turning fashion statement.
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Womenswear Heritage Collection
UK 6 UK 8 UK 10 UK 12 UK 14 UK 16 UK 18 UK 20 UK 22 UK 24

EU 34 EU 36 EU 38 EU 40 EU 42 EU 44 EU 46 EU 48 EU 50 EU 52

US 4 US 6 US 8 US 10 US 12 US 14 US 16 US 18 US 20 US 22

Womenswear Heritage Collection - Malvern, Cotswold and Oxford

BUST 84 89 94 99 104 109 114 119 124 129

WAIST 69 74 79 84 89 94 99 104 109 114

HIP 91 96 101 106 111 116 121 126 131 136

Womenswear Seasonal Collection

BUST 81 86 91 96 101 106 111 116 121 126

WAIST 66 71 76 81 86 91 96 101 106 111

HIP 88 93 98 103 108 113 118 123 128 133

Measurements are in cm’s. Chart above includes: Tweed, wax and waterproof jackets.

Wool Felt Hats Accessories
S M L XL

Men & Women 56 58 60 62

Measurements are in cm’s. Chart above includes: Tweed, wax and waterproof jackets.

Menswear Heritage Collection
UK XXS UK XS UK S UK M UK L UK XL UK XXL UK 3XL UK 4XL UK 5XL

EU 42 EU 44 EU 46 EU 48 EU 50 EU 52 EU 54 EU 56 EU 58 EU 60

US XXS US XS US S US M US L US XL US XXL US 3XL US 4XL US 5XL 

Menswear Heritage Collection - Lambourne and Kingston

CHEST 90 95 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135

WAIST 77 82 87 92 97 102 107 112 117 122

HIP 90 95 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135

Menswear Seasonal Collection

CHEST 82 87 92 97 102 107 112 117 122 127

WAIST 72 77 82 87 92 97 102 107 112 117

HIP 82 87 92 97 102 107 112 117 122 127

Measurements are in cm’s. Chart above includes: Tweed, wax and waterproof jackets.

Size Guide

NOTICE: Please use this measurement chart as a guideline to assist in determining the most appropriate size to order.

Size Guide
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Jack Murphy’s journey into the garment industry 
was anything but ordinary. Born to a fish merchant 
in 1922, Dublin, Ireland, Jack joined the RAF 
as a radar controller. Stationed in Hiroshima, 
Japan during WWII provided him with a unique 
perspective on purposeful clothing and world 
culture. Upon returning, he began his career 
specialising in corsetry during the 1940s. 

Jack Murphy was never 
just about clothes; 
it was about family, 
passion, and meticulous 
craftsmanship. Learning 
from Jack’s legacy in 
corsetry, and Michael’s 
experience in outerwear 
manufacturing, Sarah 
followed in her father’s 
footsteps by joining him in 2018. Nearly 100 years 
since Jack was born, the brand that has taken his 
name has become recognised for quality and style 
both in Ireland and internationally. 

Jack fine-tuned his expertise in  
women’s garments at Leethams, a 
prestigious lingerie manufacturer in 
Dublin. Later, he moved to Skerries with 
his wife, Frances, setting up his own 
corsetry and lingerie business. There, he 
took his operation to the next level by 
merging his specialised knowledge in 
garment structure with functional design 
elements inspired by military attire.

The brand emerged as a natural 
progression from these diverse 
influences. Jack had laid the foundation 
for what would become a family business.

Our journey has 
evolved, but our roots 
remain the same. From 
Jack’s original focus on 
corsetry to Michael’s 
pivot into outerwear, 
we have consistently 
strived for innovation 
while respecting our 
heritage. Now in its third 

generation, we’ve developed from Jack’s beginnings, 
Michael’s expertise to Sarah’s contemporary leadership. 
Our core remains unchanged: 
timeless elegance crafted 
with an eye for detail.

Michael began expanding into 
outerwear, initially upcycling and 
reselling army surplus garments 
across Ireland. His travels, often 
characterised by unpredictable 
weather led him to identify a 
gap in the market for quality 
outdoor and camping 
gear. This would shape the 
future direction of the Jack 
Murphy brand, contributing 
to its evolution as a leader in 
fashionable, functional, and 
sustainable clothing.

In the early days of Jack Murphy’s 
business, every aspect of garment 
creation was an in-house affair. 
Clothes were designed, cut, sewed, 
and packaged, all under one roof. 
Michael, 18 at the time, joined his 
father and began acquiring a range 
of skills, from pattern-making to 
distribution. This comprehensive 
approach ensured that Jack’s 
signature blend of quality and style 
was embedded in each piece that 
left the factory.
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Jack Murphy Head Office
sales@jackmurphy.ie 
+353 (1) 8021788 

Sales Director: Sarah Murphy
internationalsales@jackmurphy.ie 
+353 (0) 861500012

UK Sales: Ray Rawlinson
uksales@jackmurphy.ie 
+44 (0) 7773558502

Contact Us
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https://www.instagram.com/jackmurphyclothing/
https://www.youtube.com/@jackmurphyclothing1333
https://www.facebook.com/JackMurphyCountryClothing/
https://www.instagram.com/jackmurphyclothing/
http://www.jackmurphy.ie
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